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This compendium (4 vols.) studies the continuity,
flexibility, and variation of structural elements in epic
narratives. It provides an overview of the structural
patterns of epic poetry by means of a standardized,
stringent terminology. Both diachronic developments
and changes within individual epics are scrutinized in
order to provide a comprehensive structural
approach and a key to intra- and intertextual
characteristics of ancient epic poetry.
She Divides the Spoil walks a reader through the
Bible, verifying that the time is short before the return
of Christ. It stresses the crucial involvement of
Christian women in the last finale; simultaneously
uncovering simple, yet powerful weapons to
strengthen each woman against the schemes of the
devil.
A meticulous analysis of Hellenistic culture spanning
three centuries, from the death of Alexander the
Great in 325 B.C. Green surveys every significant
aspect of Hellenistic cultural development in this
colorful, complex period that will fascinate all
readers. 217 illustrations, 30 maps.
Economic activity continues during war. But what
rules apply when US troops occupy Syrian oil fields?
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Who is responsible when multinational companies
use minerals extracted by child labourers in war
zones? This book examines how international law
regulates the war economies that are at the heart of
strategic competition between great powers and help
sustain the irregular warfare in today's war zones.
Drawing on advances in our understanding of the
social and economic dynamics in war zones, this
book identifies predation, a combination of violence
and economic opportunity, as the core pathology of
war economies. The author presents a framework for
understanding the regulation of war economies
based on the history of international law and existing
norms of international humanitarian law, international
criminal law, international human rights law and the
law of international peace and security. War
Economies and International Law concludes that the
pathologies of predation in war demand answers
based on an international regulatory strategy.
Looks at the relationship between Philip II and his
son, Alexander the Great, and their roles in the rise
of the Macedonian empire.
The author of Herodotus chronicles the dramatic
collapse of the late Alexander the Great's empire,
providing coverage of the unsuccessful attempted
reigns of his developmentally disabled brother and
posthumously born son, the infighting that caused
his generals to turn against one another and the
ensuing war that set the stage for modern conflicts.
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The third in Robert Greene's bestselling series is
now available in a pocket sized concise edition.
Following 48 Laws of Power and The Art of
Seduction, here is a brilliant distillation of the
strategies of war to help you wage triumphant battles
everyday. Spanning world civilisations, and
synthesising dozens of political, philosophical, and
religious texts, The Concise 33 Strategies of War is
a guide to the subtle social game of everyday life.
Based on profound and timeless lessons, it is
abundantly illustrated with examples of the genius
and folly of everyone from Napoleon to Margaret
Thatcher and Hannibal to Ulysses S. Grant, as well
as diplomats, captains of industry and Samurai
swordsmen.
Chronicles Rome's policies in the Greek East, which
began as self-rule so that the Empire could focus on
the Carthaginian menace in the West, but later
moved to more direct control several decades later.
"An impressive combination of diligence and verve,
deploying Ackerman’s deep stores of knowledge as
a national security journalist to full effect. The result
is a narrative of the last 20 years that is upsetting,
discerning and brilliantly argued." —The New York
Times "One of the most illuminating books to come
out of the Trump era." —New York Magazine An
examination of the profound impact that the War on
Terror had in pushing American politics and society
in an authoritarian direction For an entire generation,
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at home and abroad, the United States has waged
an endless conflict known as the War on Terror. In
addition to multiple ground wars, it has pioneered
drone strikes and industrial-scale digital surveillance,
as well as detaining people indefinitely and torturing
them. These conflicts have yielded neither peace nor
victory, but they have transformed America. What
began as the persecution of Muslims and immigrants
has become a normalized, paranoid feature of
American politics and security, expanding the
possibilities for applying similar or worse measures
against other targets at home. A politically divided
country turned the War on Terror into a cultural and
then tribal struggle, first on the ideological fringes
and ultimately expanding to conquer the Republican
Party, often with the timid acquiescence of the
Democratic Party. Today's nativist resurgence
walked through a door opened by the 9/11 era.
Reign of Terror will show how these policies created
a foundation for American authoritarianism and,
though it is not a book about Donald Trump, it will
provide a critical explanation of his rise to power and
the sources of his political strength. It will show that
Barack Obama squandered an opportunity to
dismantle the War on Terror after killing Osama bin
Laden. That mistake turns out to have been
portentous. By the end of his tenure, the war
metastasized into a broader and bitter culture
struggle in search of a demagogue like Trump to
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lead it. A union of journalism and intellectual history,
Reign of Terror will be a pathbreaking and definitive
book with the power to transform how America
understands its national security policies and their
catastrophic impact on its civic life.
The Greek World After Alexander 323–30 BC examines
social changes in the old and new cities of the Greek
world and in the new post-Alexandrian kingdoms. An
appraisal of the momentous military and political
changes after the era of Alexander, this book considers
developments in literature, religion, philosophy, and
science, and establishes how far they are presented as
radical departures from the culture of Classical Greece
or were continuous developments from it. Graham
Shipley explores the culture of the Hellenistic world in the
context of the social divisions between an educated elite
and a general population at once more mobile and less
involved in the political life of the Greek city.
"The finest Iraq War novel yet written by an American"-Wall Street Journal, 10 Best Novels of the Year "An
electrifying debut" (The Economist) that maps the blurred
lines between good and evil, soldier and civilian, victor
and vanquished. Longlisted for the Andrew Carnegie
Medal for Excellence It is April 2003. American forces
have taken Baghdad and are now charged with winning
hearts and minds. But this vital tipping point is barely
recognized for what it is, as a series of miscalculations
and blunders fuels an already-simmering insurgency
intent on making Iraq the next graveyard of empires. In
dazzling and propulsive prose, Brian Van Reet explores
the lives on both sides of the battle lines: Cassandra, a
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nineteen-year-old gunner on an American Humvee who
is captured during a deadly firefight and awakens in a
prison cell; Abu Al-Hool, a lifelong mujahedeen beset by
a simmering crisis of conscience as he struggles against
enemies from without and within, including the new wave
of far more radicalized jihadists; and Specialist Sleed, a
tank crewman who goes along with a "victimless" crime,
the consequences of which are more awful than any he
could have imagined. Depicting a war spinning rapidly
out of control, destined to become a modern classic,
Spoils is an unsparing and morally complex novel that
chronicles the achingly human cost of combat.
At a time of heightened international interest in the
colonial dimensions of museum collections, Dividing the
Spoils provides new perspectives on the motivations and
circumstances whereby collections were appropriated
and acquired during colonial military service. Combining
approaches from the fields of material anthropology,
imperial and military history, this book argues for a
deeper examination of these collections within a range of
intercultural histories that include alliance, diplomacy,
curiosity and enquiry, as well as expropriation and
cultural hegemony. As museums across Europe reckon
with the post-colonial legacies of their collections,
Dividing the Spoils explores how the amassing of objects
was understood and governed in British military culture,
and considers how objects functioned in museum
collections thereafter, suggesting new avenues for
sustained investigation in a controversial, contested field.
The first systematic attempt to reconstruct from original
manuscript sources and early printed books the medieval
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doctrines relating to the just war, the holy war and the
crusade. Despite the frequency of wars and armed
conflicts throughout the course of western history, no
comprehensive survey has previously been made of the
justifications of warfare that were elaborated by Roman
lawyers, canon lawyers and theologians in the twelfth
and thirteenth century universities. After a brief survey of
theories of the just war in antiquity, with emphasis on
Cicero and Augustine, and of thought on early medieval
warfare, the central chapters are devoted to scholastics
such as Pope Innocent IV, Hostiensis and Thomas
Aquinas. Professor Russell attempts to correlate theories
of the just war with political and intellectual development
in the Middle Ages. His conclusion evaluates the just war
in the light of late medieval and early modern statecraft
and poses questions about its compatibility with Christian
ethics and its validity within international law.
What changed with the end of the Cold War? This book
traces the main effects on Europe, Pacific Asia, the
Middle East, and arms control. It considers the major
developments in the global economy, patterns of
security, and liberal human rights, providing the first
comprehensive overview of the nature of the post-Cold
War order. It argues that this order should be understood
as a kind of peace settlement. How harsh was it, and
what were its main provisions? Following a clear
structure, Clark brings a clear historical perspective to
bear on the existing debates about the post-Cold War
order, looking at detailed studies of the settlement in
Europe and other regions to explore the nature of the
'peace'. He develops a fresh way of looking at the global
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economy, international security, and the agenda of
liberalism and human rights - all as aspects of the peace
set in place at the end of the Cold War.
An extensive history of enemy fleets following both World
Wars, featuring never-before-seen archival and
archaeological materials. Spoils of War traces the
histories of navies and ships of the defeated powers from
the months leading up to the relevant armistices or
surrenders to the final execution of the appropriate postwar settlements. In doing so, it discusses the way in
which the victorious powers reached their final demands,
how these were implemented, and to what effect. The
later histories of ships that saw subsequent service,
either in their original navies or in those navies which
acquired them, are also described. Much use is made of
archival materials, and in some cases archaeological,
sources, some of which have never previously been
used. Ultimately, a wide range of long-standing myths
are busted, and some badly distorted modern views are
set right. The fascinating narrative is accompanied by
lists of all major navy-built (and certain significant exmercantile) enemy ships in commission at the relevant
date of the armistice or surrender, or whose hulks were
specifically listed for attention in post-Second World War
allied agreements. These include key dates in their
careers and their ultimate fates. This original book,
featuring numerous photographs, is sure to become an
essential reference tool for all those interested in the
naval history of the two World Wars. Praise for Spoils of
War “Most highly recommended.” —Firetrench “For
those who need to finally know the ultimate fate of the
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often gallant ships that strove against the Allies in both
world wars, this is the book.” —Julian Stockwin, author of
the Thomas Kydd series
The vast empire that Alexander the Great left at his
death in 323 BC has few parallels. For the next three
hundred years the Greeks controlled a complex of
monarchies and city-states that stretched from the
Adriatic Sea to India. Walbank's lucid and authoritative
history of that Hellenistic world examines political events,
describes the different social systems and mores of the
people under Greek rule, traces important developments
in literature and science, and discusses the new religious
movements.
Dividing the SpoilsThe War for Alexander the Great's
EmpireOxford University Press
The so-called first war of the twenty-first century actually
began more than 2,300 years ago when Alexander the
Great led his army into what is now a sprawling ruin in
northern Afghanistan. Frank L. Holt vividly recounts
Alexander's invasion of ancient Bactria, situating in a
broader historical perspective America's war in
Afghanistan.
Jones tells a tale of divided loyalties and the tragedies of
war in Florida.
*Includes pictures *Includes ancient accounts *Includes
online resources and a bibliography for further reading In
323 BCE, Alexander the Great was on top of the world.
Never a man to sit on his hands or rest upon his laurels,
Alexander began planning his future campaigns, which
may have included attempts to subdue the Arabian
Peninsula or make another incursion into India. But fate
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had other plans for the young Macedonian king. One
night, while feasting with his admiral Nearchus, he drank
too much and took to bed with a fever. At first, it seemed
like the fever was merely a consequence of his excess,
and there was not much concern for his health, but when
a week had elapsed and there was still no sign of his
getting better, his friends and generals began to grow
concerned. The fever grew, consuming him to the point
that he could barely speak. After two weeks, on June 11,
323 B.C., Alexander the Great, King of Macedon,
Hegemon of the League of Corinth, King of Kings, died.
On his deathbed, some historians claim that when he
was pressed to name a successor, Alexander muttered
that his empire should go "to the strongest." Other
sources claim that he passed his signet ring to his
general Perdiccas, thereby naming him successor, but
whatever his choices were or may have been, they were
ignored. Alexander's generals, all of them with the loyalty
of their own corps at their backs, would tear each other
apart in a vicious internal struggle that lasted almost half
a century before four factions emerged victorious:
Macedonia, the Seleucid Empire in the east, the
Kingdom of Pergamon in Asia Minor, and the Ptolemaic
dynasty in Egypt. During the course of these wars,
Alexander's only heir, the posthumously born Alexander
IV, was murdered, extinguishing his bloodline for ever.
Although it was an incredibly important period in world
history, it is sometimes as confusing as it is frustrating for
historians because the allegiances of the generals
changed constantly and historical sources are often
biased in some regards and utterly lacking in others.
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Although none of these men were able to replicate
Alexander the Great's territorial success, a few carved
out sizable empires and were able to establish longlasting political dynasties. Ptolemy I brought Egypt back
to a central position of power in the region, and Seleucus
I built a strong empire on the ruins of ancient Babylonia,
but other generals, such as Perdiccas, were killed early
on in the fighting and slipped into relative obscurity.
Some of the Macedonian generals had a significant
impact on the region during their lifetimes, but they left
no heirs to carry on their political memories. The general
Lysimachus won control of Thrace and established a
fairly important kingdom in that land, but when he died
his successors all turned on and killed each other,
effectively ending any potential dynasty. Similarly,
Cassander was a Macedonian general who was involved
in the Diadochi Wars, and for a time it looked like he was
going to be the biggest winner among the Macedonians.
Cassander became the king of Macedon, had direct
influence over most of southern Greece, and was
courted by the other kings and generals in their conflicts
against each other. The Diadochi: The History of
Alexander the Great's Successors and the Wars that
Divided His Empire chronicles how Alexander's
legendary conquests shaped the next several centuries,
and how the successor generals carved out various
empires. Along with pictures depicting important people,
places, and events, you will learn about the Diadochi like
never before.
This is a reproduction of the original artefact. Generally
these books are created from careful scans of the
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original. This allows us to preserve the book accurately
and present it in the way the author intended. Since the
original versions are generally quite old, there may
occasionally be certain imperfections within these
reproductions. We're happy to make these classics
available again for future generations to enjoy!
Recounts how the Nazis looted occupied countries of
their cultural treasures only to have them stolen by the
victorious American forces
Everyone has heard of Alexander the Great, the famous
conqueror. But what happened after his death to the
lands he had conquered? It took forty years of worldchanging warfare for his successors to carve up the
empire. This thrilling period of unremitting warfare,
treachery, assassination, passion, shifting alliances, and
mass slaughter, has been neglected. Dividing the Spoils
resurrects the fascinating story of this period - both the
warfare and theworld-changing cultural developments
that were taking place at the same time.
Were the English and the Scots always at loggerheads in
the fourteenth century? The essays here offer a more
nuanced picture.
Between 1492 and 1914, Europeans conquered 84
percent of the globe. But why did Europe establish global
dominance, when for centuries the Chinese, Japanese,
Ottomans, and South Asians were far more advanced?
In Why Did Europe Conquer the World?, Philip Hoffman
demonstrates that conventional explanations—such as
geography, epidemic disease, and the Industrial
Revolution—fail to provide answers. Arguing instead for
the pivotal role of economic and political history, Hoffman
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shows that if certain variables had been different, Europe
would have been eclipsed, and another power could
have become master of the world. Hoffman sheds light
on the two millennia of economic, political, and historical
changes that set European states on a distinctive path of
development, military rivalry, and war. This resulted in
astonishingly rapid growth in Europe's military sector,
and produced an insurmountable lead in gunpowder
technology. The consequences determined which states
established colonial empires or ran the slave trade, and
even which economies were the first to industrialize.
Debunking traditional arguments, Why Did Europe
Conquer the World? reveals the startling reasons behind
Europe's historic global supremacy.
"Dividing the spoils" revives the memory of Alexander's
Successors, whose fame has been dimmed only
because they stand in his enormous shadow. In fact,
Alexander left things in a mess at the time of his death,
with no guaranteed succession, no administration in
place suitable for such an enormous realm, and huge
untamed areas both bordering and within his 'empire'.
The Successors consolidated the Conqueror's gains.
Their competing ambitions, however, meant that
consolidation inevitably led to the break-up of the empire.
Garmisch-Partenkirchen is a scenic Alpine ski town that
managed to escape the destruction of World War II. It is
also the home of fleeing war criminals, a depository for
the Nazis' stolen riches, and the latest post for Army
investigator Mason Collins. When a friend who fought
alongside Mason tells him about a plot by a group of
powerful men-and is killed soon afterward-it's clear that
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Mason must make his investigation as quick and quiet as
possible for his own safety. For someone up high is
pulling strings to prevent him from discovering the truth..
Sixty million people died in the Second World War, and still
they tell us it was the Peoples War. The official history of the
Second World War is Victors History. This is the history of the
Second World War without the patriotic whitewash. The
Second World War was not fought to stop fascism, or to
liberate Europe. It was a war between imperialist powers to
decide which among them would rule over the world, a
division of the spoils of empire, and an iron cage for working
people, enslaved to the war production drive. The unpatriotic
history of the Second World War explains why the Great
Powers fought most of their war not in their own countries, but
in colonies in North Africa, in the Far East and in Germanys
hoped-for Empire in the East. Find out how wildcat strikes,
partisans in Europe and Asia, and soldiers mutinies came
close to ending the war. And find out how the Allies invaded
Europe and the Far East to save capitalism from being
overthrown. James Heartfield challenges the received
wisdom of the Second World War.
In 146 BC, the armies of the Roman Republic destroyed
Carthage and Corinth, two of the most spectacular cities of
the ancient Mediterranean world. It was a display of
ruthlessness so terrible that it shocked contemporaries,
leaving behind deep scars and palpable historical traumas.
Yet these twin destructions were not so extraordinary in the
long annals of Roman warfare. In Spare No One, Gabriel
Baker convincingly shows that mass violence was vital to
Roman military operations. Indeed, in virtually every war they
fought during the third and second centuries BC, the Roman
legions killed and enslaved populations, executed prisoners,
and put cities to the torch. This powerful book reveals that
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these violent acts were not normally the handiwork of frenzied
soldiers run amok, nor were they spontaneous outbursts of
uncontrolled savagery. On the contrary—and more
troublingly—Roman commanders deliberately used these
brutal strategies to achieve their most critical military
objectives and political goals. Bringing long-overdue attention
to this little-known aspect of Roman history, Baker paints a
fuller, albeit darker, picture of Roman warfare. He ultimately
demonstrates that the atrocities of the twentieth and twentyfirst centuries have deep historical precedents. Casting a
fresh light on the strategic use of total war in the ancient
world, he reminds us that terror and mass violence could be
the rational policies of men and states long before the
modern age.
A balanced, comprehensive account of the largest armored
battle since World War II
This history of Ancient Greek warfare vividly chronicles the
struggle for control of the Macedonian Empire, a fateful time
of change in the Ancient World. As the story goes, Alexander
the Great decreed from his deathbed that his vast
Macedonian Empire should go “to the strongest". What
followed was an epic struggle between generals and
governors for control of the territories. Most of these
successors—known as the Diadochi—were consummate
tacticians who learned the art of war from Alexander himself,
or from his father, Philip. Few died a peaceful death and the
last survivors were still leading their armies against each
other well into their seventies. These conflicts reshaped the
ancient world from the Balkans to India. In two volumes, The
Wars of Alexander’s Successors presents this critical period
of ancient warfare with all its colorful characters, epic battles,
treachery and subterfuge. This first volume introduces the key
personalities, including Antigonos ”Monopthalmus" (the OneEyed) and his son 'Demetrius 'Poliorcetes' (the Besieger),
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Seleucus 'Nicator' ('the Victorious') and Ptolemy ”Soter" ("the
Saviour"). It also gives a narrative of the causes and course
of these wars from the death of Alexander to the Battle of
Corupedium in 281 BC, when the last two original Diadochi
faced each other one final time.
Denys Hay is one of the best known British historians of the
Renaissance. His work is marked by a judicious and readable
style, an equal interest in the affairs of England and Italy, and
an ability to hold in balance the claims of political and cultural
history. This collection brings together the important part of
Professor Hay's work that has appeared as essays and
represents all his major interests.
Alexander the Great is probably the most famous ruler of
antiquity, and his spectacular conquests are recounted often
in books and films. But what of his father, Philip II, who united
Macedonia, created the best army in the world at the time,
and conquered and annexed Greece? This landmark
biography is the first to bring Philip to life, exploring the details
of his life and legacy and demonstrating that his
achievements were so remarkable that it can be argued they
outshone those of his more famous son. Without Philip,
Greek history would have been entirely different. Taking into
account recent archaeological discoveries and reinterpreting
ancient literary records, Ian Worthington brings to light
Philip’s political, economic, military, social, and cultural
accomplishments. He reveals the full repertoire of the king’s
tactics, including several polygamous diplomatic marriages,
deceit, bribery, military force, and a knack for playing off
enemies against one another. The author also inquires into
the king’s influences, motives, and aims, and in particular his
turbulent, unraveling relationship with Alexander, which may
have ended in murder. Philip became in many ways the first
modern regent of the ancient world, and this book places him
where he properly belongs: firmly at the center stage of Greek
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An exploration of how technology and best intentions collide
in the heat of war A New York Times Book Review Editors’
Choice In The Bomber Mafia, Malcolm Gladwell weaves
together the stories of a Dutch genius and his homemade
computer, a band of brothers in central Alabama, a British
psychopath, and pyromaniacal chemists at Harvard to
examine one of the greatest moral challenges in modern
American history. Most military thinkers in the years leading
up to World War II saw the airplane as an afterthought. But a
small band of idealistic strategists, the “Bomber Mafia,”
asked: What if precision bombing could cripple the enemy
and make war far less lethal? In contrast, the bombing of
Tokyo on the deadliest night of the war was the brainchild of
General Curtis LeMay, whose brutal pragmatism and
scorched-earth tactics in Japan cost thousands of civilian
lives, but may have spared even more by averting a planned
US invasion. In The Bomber Mafia, Gladwell asks, “Was it
worth it?” Things might have gone differently had LeMay’s
predecessor, General Haywood Hansell, remained in charge.
Hansell believed in precision bombing, but when he and
Curtis LeMay squared off for a leadership handover in the
jungles of Guam, LeMay emerged victorious, leading to the
darkest night of World War II. The Bomber Mafia is a riveting
tale of persistence, innovation, and the incalculable wages of
war.
Plutarch described Antigonus the One Eyed (382-301 BC) 'as
'the oldest and greatest of Alexander's successors,'
Antigonus loyally served both Philip II and Alexander the
Great as they converted his native Macedonia into an empire
stretching from India to Greece. After Alexander's death,
Antigonus, then governor of the obscure province of Phrygia,
seemed one of the least likely of his commanders to seize the
dead king's inheritance. Yet within eight years of the king's
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passing, through a combination of military skill and political
shrewdness, he had conquered the Asian portion of the
empire.?His success caused those who controlled the
European and Egyptian parts of the empire to unite against
him. For another fourteen years he would wage war against a
coalition of the other Successors, Ptolemy, Lysimachus,
Seleucus and Cassander. In 301 he would meet defeat and
death in the Battle of Ipsus. The ancient writers saw
Antigonus' life as a cautionary tale about the dangers of
hubris and vaulting ambition. Despite his apparent defeat, his
descendants would continue to rule as kings and create a
dynasty that would rule Macedonia for over a century. Jeff
Champion narrates the career of this titanic figure with the
focus squarely on the military aspects.
This is the first comprehensive account of the dispute over
who should "pay" for World War I--a dispute which poisoned
international relations, destabilized the world's financial
system, and contributed to the rise of the Nazis in the 1920s
and 1930s. Kent argues that the victors had no coherent
policy of eliminating Germany as a commercial or strategic
threat, and that the illusion of indemnity was fostered by
British, French, and American statesmen to both conceal the
financial implications of the war and defuse radical agitation
for heavy taxation.

Drawing on a wide variety of source material from art
archaeology, administrative documents, Egyptian
papyri, laws Jewish and Christian religious texts and
ancient narratives this book provides a
comprehensive overview of Roman imperial policing
practices.
Based on recently released documents, one of the
nation's most celebrated historians reveals one of
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the little-known secrets of World War II--FDR's and
Truman's sometimes shocking plans for a postwar
Germany. Reprint. 125,000 first printing.
Against the backdrop of the violent partition of India
and Pakistan, this volume sketches one last
bittersweet romance, revealing the divided loyalties
of the British as they flee, retreat from, or cling to
India.
A revisionist account of the most famous trial and
execution in Western civilization — one with great
resonance for modern society In the spring of 399
BCE, the elderly philosopher Socrates stood trial in
his native Athens. The court was packed, and after
being found guilty by his peers, Socrates died by
drinking a cup of poison hemlock, his execution a
defining moment in ancient civilization. Yet time has
transmuted the facts into a fable. Aware of these
myths, Robin Waterfield has examined the actual
Greek sources, presenting a new Socrates, not an
atheist or guru of a weird sect, but a deeply moral
thinker, whose convictions stood in stark relief to
those of his former disciple, Alcibiades, the hawkish
and self-serving military leader. Refusing to
surrender his beliefs even in the face of death,
Socrates, as Waterfield reveals, was determined to
save a morally decayed country that was tearing
itself apart. Why Socrates Died is then not only a
powerful revisionist book, but a work whose insights
translate clearly from ancient Athens to the present
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day.
The Art of War is an enduring classic that holds a
special place in the culture and history of East Asia.
An ancient Chinese text on the philosophy and
politics of warfare and military strategy, the treatise
was written in 6th century B.C. by a warriorphilosopher now famous all over the world as Sun
Tzu. Sun Tzu's teachings remain as relevant to
leaders and strategists today as they were to rulers
and military generals in ancient times. Divided into
thirteen chapters and written succinctly, The Art of
War is a must-read for anybody who works in a
competitive environment.
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